INTRODUCTION
One major concern about ceramic matrix composites (CMC) is their high temperature stability, especially in an oxidizing environment. In general CMC materials are composed of matrix, fiber, and interphase layers (mainly fiber coatings and/or reaction product layers). It is known [1, 21 that the properties of CMC materials are dominated by the interphase. However, this interphase often suffers from oxidation reactions caused by diffusion of oxygen through the matrix [1,3J. As a result desirable properties are not retained.
In this study composites with continuous monofilament silicon carbide (SiC) fibers in a reaction bonded silicon nitride (Si3N4 ) matrix are investigated. A carbon-rich coating is deposited on the surface of the SiC fiber to form the proper interphase between the SiC fiber and the matrix. Due to the manufacturing process the matrix has 20 to 40 percent inter-connected porosity, so oxygen can easily penetrate to the fiber surfaces. The oxidation of the fiber core and the interphase leads in service to composite degradation at high temperatures. Nondestructive methods for assessment of oxidation damage are needed.
In this paper we address the applicability of ultrasonic methods for assessment of thermal oxidation damage in ceramic matrix composites. By measuring changes of composite elastic constants due to thermal oxidation we obtain information on the elastic properties of the fiber-matrix interphase. We compare the results with data obtained independently and previously on degradation of mechanical properties of SiC/ShN4 composites. The results demonstrate promise of using ultrasonic waves for oxidation damage evaluation in ceramic matrix composites. 
EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH Sample Preparation
The SiC/Si3N4 composite samples used in this study were fabricated in the NASA Lewis Research Center. The matrix Si3N4 is reaction-bonded silicon nitride (RBSN) with 30 percent porosity. The porosity for the measured samples was determined by comparing the calculated density of the composite with the measured. The fiber is continuous chemical vapor deposition (CVD) silicon carbide filament (SCS-6 by Textron Co.), which has a carbon core in the center surrounded by a transition zone and then a layer of {3-SiC. A carbon-rich coating on the surface of the SiC fiber forms the interphase between the SiC fiber and the RBSN matrix.
A unidirectional [%8 sample (127 mm long by 12.5 mm wide by 6.23 mm thick) with fiber volume fraction 30 percent was used in the experiment. It was cut into three pieces after ultrasonic measurement for use in thermal oxidation experiments. The thermal oxidation treatment was performed in flowing oxygen for 100 hours at different temperatures.
Ultrasonic Measurements
A self-reference bulk wave method [4, 5] is used to measure the elastic properties of the composite samples. This method is a modification of the double-throughtransmission method [6] . The basic idea is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1 . The phase velocity at normal incidence is measured with high precision by overlapping multiply-reflected signals from the front and back surfaces of the sample. Phase velocities in composites at refraction angle Or (the angle corresponds to the incident angle 0; shown in Fig. 1 ) are calculated using the phase velocity in the normal direction Vn and the time delay change for the rotated sample (due to the acoustic path length change in the sample relative to that at normal incidence): Here Vn is the phase velocity in the composite at normal incidence, Vo is the sound speed in water, h is the thickness of the sample, 6to = 2h(1/Vo -1/Vn ), and 6to; is the difference in the time-of-flight measurements between normal incidence and oblique incidence at arbitrary angle B;.
ULTRASONIC ASSESSMENT OF THERMAL OXIDATION DAMAGE
The composite sample which had been evaluated prior to oxidation was cut into three pieces (#7 45a, #745b, and #7 45c) for thermal oxidation at different temperatures: 600, 1200, and 1400 DC, respectively. After heat treatment in flowing oxygen for 100 hours the samples were evaluated using the bulk ultrasonic wave method. A 2.25 MHz transducer was used for all the samples to reduce the attenuation, which is high due to oxidation damage of the composite interphase.
For the sample oxidized at 600°C (#745a), the phase velocity in the 1-3 plane as a function of refraction angle is shown in Fig. 2(a) , where the solid and hollow square points are for samples before and after thermal oxidation, respectively. As one can see from Fig. 2(a) , both the quasi-longitudinal and quasi-transverse wave velocities are significantly reduced and the angular dependence changes due to thermal oxidation at 600°C. Fig. 2(b) shows the results of ultrasonic measurements in the 2-3 plane before and after thermal oxidation at 600°C. Due to high attenuation of the transverse wave in the sample oxidized at this temperature, the velocity can be obtained only for the quasi-longitudinal wave.
Results of ultrasonic measurements in the 1-3 plane for the sample oxidized at 1200 °C (#745b) are shown in Fig. 3(a) . As one can see, for the quasi-longitudinal wave the velocity in the transverse direction is smaller and the phase velocity slope is steeper at high refraction angles than at 600°C. This suggests that the composite longitudinal stiffness is greater when oxidized at 1200 °C than at 600°C. The elastic anisotropy is clearly changed by the thermal oxidation at 1200 DC. Results in the 2-3 plane before and after thermal oxidation at the same temperature are shown in Fig.  3(b) . As is true also at 600°C, the velocity of the quasi-transverse wave is not measurable due to high attenuation. "..., Results in the 1-3 plane for oxidation at 1400 ac (#745c) are shown in Fig. 4(a) .
The velocities of the quasi-longitudinal and quasi-transverse waves increase compared to oxidation at 1200 DC. Measurements in the 2-3 plane before and after thermal oxidation at 1400 ac are shown in Fig. 4(b) . The attenuation for the quasi-transverse wave in this case is smaller than in the previous two cases. Thus the velocities can be 
DOMINANT MECHANISMS FOR ELASTIC MODULI CHANGE
The elastic constants have been determined from the velocity data for samples before and after oxidation at different temperatures. A nonlinear least-squares optimization procedure [6] was used for this purpose. The results of these calculations are given in Table 1 . The densities before and after oxidation are also given. From the composite density data, one concludes that the matrix porosity (30 percent) remained the same after oxidation. From the density of the wet samples it follows that impregnation of pores by water during the immersion measurements is significantly reduced after oxidation at and above 1200 °C (which causes higher phase velocity at 90 degree refraction angle). The reduction in water saturation may be explained by the results of Bhatt [3] , who found a layer of oxide on the sample surfaces, which seals the pore exits to the surface and prevents water penetration.
From Table lone can see that Cn drops significantly at 600°C and then increases again in the temperature range above 1200 DC. To compare with tensile data on thermally oxidized samples the dependence of Young's modulus in the fiber direction 130,----------------------------, 120 ~---- It is known that the effect of the fiber-matrix interphase should be very pronounced on the transverse and shear stiffnesses but only slightly on the longitudinal stiffness only slightly [5] . Thus the ultrasonic results suggest that the dominant mechanism for the reduction of the transverse moduli C22 and C33 is oxidation of the fiber coating. To clarify this point, we use the methodolo~y for characterization of the fiber-matrix interphase proposed in our previous work l5] to quantify the change of the fiber-matrix interphase due to oxidation. The elastic moduli of the interphase have been determined using elastic moduli of the composite and its constituents (fiber and matrix) implementing Rashin's imperfect interphase model [7] for both radial and shear stiffnesses. Fiber-matrix interphasial properties are given in Table 2 .
Note that the interphasial moduli obtained using this approach are effective properties in the sense that they take into account possible imperfection of the contact between the fiber coating and the adjoining fiber and matrix. For perfect contact, which occurs for a well-prepared composite, the effective properties correspond to the actual properties of the interfacial layer, while zero values correspond to complete fiber debonding from the matrix. For the samples oxidized at 600 and 1200 DC, the composite axial shear moduli (24 and 24.4 CPa, respectively) are very close to that for complete fiber debonding from the matrix (24.3 CPa). It is clear that in both cases the fiber is completely debonded from the matrix and the carbon-rich interfacial layer is completely oxidized in this temperature range. The interfacial moduli for the sample oxidized at 1400 °C are significantly reduced by the oxidation process, but not to zero, which indicates that either the interfacial layer is not fully oxidized or new interfacial oxide layers are formed which give a partial interfacial bond. The change of interfacial moduli due to oxidation at different temperatures is consistent with the wave attenuation observed in our ultrasonic measurements (quasi-transverse waves were not measurable due to high attenuation at oxidation at 600 and 1200 DC; attenuation was reduced at 1400 DC). Using the measured elastic moduli we compared the angular dependence of the Young's modulus for the composite sample before and after oxidation at 1400 °C as shown in Fig. 7 . As one can see the difference in the direction transverse to the fiber is significant. As discussed above, this difference should be due to reduction of the fibermatrix interfacial moduli. The properties of the oxidized sample are between those of the original and composites with completely disbonded fiber and matrix. The Young's modulus for this last case is also shown in the figure (lower curve).
The dominant mechanism for the reduction of the longitudinal stiffness (especially at 600°C) is still not completely established. However, as shown by Bhatt [3] , the room temperature tensile strength of SiC fibers after 100 hour heat treatment at temperatures above 400°C in an oxygen environment was found to decrease as the treatment temperature increased. If this is also true for the fiber modulus, it will explain the composite longitudinal stiffness reduction. The SiC fibers in our experiments were possibly degraded at 600 °C by oxidation, while this degradation may be reduced at 1200 and 1400 °C as the oxide layer forms on the sample surfaces.
SUMMARY
This study focuses on nondestructive assessment of thermal oxidation damage in ceramic matrix composites. The ultrasonic method developed is based on measurement of composite elastic properties which are affected by oxidation. The angle dependence of both shear and longitudinal sound velocities has been found to be affected by thermal oxidation. The behavior of different elastic constants of composites obtained by ultrasonic measurements suggests that the dominant mechanism for the reduction of the composite transverse and shear properties is oxidation of the fiber-matrix interphase, while the reduction of the longitudinal stiffness may be due to degradation of the SiC fibers. From measured composite properties the interfacial layer moduli have been determined. The oxidation experiment shows that both the Young's and shear moduli of the interfacial carbon layer are significantly reduced by the oxidation. On the whole, nondestructive evaluation of thermal oxidation effects shows good correlation with measurements previously performed by destructive methods.
